
 

Crestron Lighting Controls Provide Luxurious
Ambiance at Tianjin Metropolitan International
Polo Club 

Background

Metropolitan International Polo Club is the largest and most

prestigious polo field in China. As one of the most expensive

private clubs in Tianjin, the exclusive club includes two 

international standard size polo fields, an indoor sport playing

field, a stable capable of housing 150 horses, and a luxury

hotel with 160+ guest rooms. Members of Metropolitan

International Polo Club can enjoy major international events

and activities, while also experiencing a luxurious getaway. 

The elite facility also offers members and guests a wide-

range of accommodations, luxury and entertainment, 
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Spa and Club

The Crestron intelligent lighting control system 
covers nearly all the public areas, including the
executive lounge, wine museum, library, conference
rooms, business center, spas, and gym. 
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including a wine museum with more than 10,000 bottles of

red wine, a cigar bar, a dozen restaurants and pubs to choose

from, and two spa centers. A banquet hall holds more than

1,000 guests, plus five fully-equipped, multiple purpose 

conference halls that provide plenty of space for meetings and

special events. Lighting control throughout the facility is 

handled by a Crestron GreenLight® system. 

Lighting In Common Areas 

The lobby is the first area where guests experience the unique

amenities of the hotel. The advanced lighting control system

from Crestron features dimming that creates a luxury

ambiance, and depending on the outdoor conditions, adjusts to

conserve energy. 

The Crestron intelligent lighting control system covers nearly

all the public areas, including the executive lounge, wine

museum, library, conference rooms, business center, spas,

and gym. Since Metropolitan International Polo Club is a multi-

functional facility, it requires a lighting control system to match

the diverse needs of guests and management. Crestron 

created a variety of lighting settings to allow management to

adjust the lighting in area with one tap of the button. 

Fine Dining & Lighting  

Crestron lighting controls are installed in every restaurant in

the hotel. The moment guests enter the restaurant they are

treated to an exquisite visual experience, with the help of 

lighting effects. The system features a variety of lighting

options for different needs, including breakfast, lunch, dinner,

full light, rest and even a cleaning mode.

Benefits 

The management team realizes that aside from providing a

comfortable environment for guests, energy and cost savings

are extremely important as well. With Crestron, the facility

saves money and resources with an automated lighting 

solution.  
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